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This paper gives an overview of past and present Ant.arctic 
research carried out by members of the University of Natal, 
Space Physics Research Institute. The results have appeared in 
aver a hundred scientific articles in international journals. The 
research described has been selected to convey the scope of the 
oork done by the group. 

Hierdie manuskrip bied 'n oorsig van huidige Antarktiese navor
slng en Ant:arktiese navorsing wat in die verlede gedoen is deur 
lede van die Space Physics Research Institute van die Universiteit 
van Natal. Die resultate is in meer as honderd artikels in inter
nasionale tydskrifte gepubliseer. Die navorsing wat hier beslayf 
oord is gekies om die omvang van die groep se werk weer te 
gee. 

INTRODUCTION 
The magnetosphere is the region of near-earth space where 
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physical processes are dominated by the earth's magnetic field. 
Solar wind plasma, impinging on the earth's magnetic field, in
teracts with it in such a way as to create a magnetic cavity about 
the earth. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the noon
midnight meridional cross-section of the magnetosphere that 
shows its major regions and the boundaries separating them. It 
may be broadly divided into two regions: that for which mag
netic field lines are closed and that for which the field lines con
nect with the interplanetary magnetic field. Various physical 
processes ensure that the plasma populations have very different 
characteristics in different parts of the magnetosphere and the 
broad regions may be subdivided according to these character
istics as shown in Figure 1. 

The magnetosphere has a significant influence on the terrestrial 
environment. It shields the earth from high levels of interplan
etary radiations that are harmful to life forms on earth. On the 
other hand, geomagnetic storms caused by modifications of the 
magnetosphere by changes in the solar wind can disrupt radio 
communications for days. The same processes that disrupt radio 
communications are important in maintaining the polar 
ionosphere during winter months. Radiation belts within the 
magnetosphere have also proved harmful to manned space flight 
projects and on a few notable occasions Concorde has had to 
decrease altitude because of intense fluxes of solar protons. 

Regions of the magnetosphere project along field lines into the 

---~ Magnetosheath --

Fig 1 A noon-midnight meridional cross-section of the magnetosphere. The sun is not shown but is to the left of the magnetosphere in 
this diagram 
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Fig 2 A frequency (vertical axis) time (horizontal axis. t=2.5 s) plot of a group of whisders recorded at SANAE, Anwctica 

upper atmosphere. At high and medium latitudes the upper at
mosphere may be regarded as a viewing screen on which 
processes occurring further out in the magnetosphere may be ob
served and studied. Many of the processes going on in the mag
neto phere produce emissions in the visible and radio parts of 
the spectrum and measurement of these gives information about 
the processes. The ground-based observations are a valuable 
complement to satellite measurements and often make it possible 
to resolve spatial and temporal ambiguities that are always 
present in satellite data. SANAE, at a magnetic latitude of about 
60° S, is a good location for the study of the magnetosphere as 
it is close to a number of important boundaries viz the plasma
pause and the auroral oval that is close to the boundary between 
open and closed field lines. SANAE is also a good site for 
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making radio observations because of the extremely low levels o 
background man-made noise. It is in an optimal position for TV 
studies of aurora, the southern lights, and for studies of 
numerous VLF radio phenomena. Since the !%Os this portion ol 
the earth's environment has been explored by making both 
ground and satellite observations and by participating in a num
ber of collaborative studies with other Antarctic groups. 

DURBAN RE5EARCH PROGRAMME 
Nearly 120 papers have been published by the Durban group 
since 1970. Clearly it is impossible to summarise all of these 
papers but certain aspects will be considered here in order to 
convey a flavour of the research. 

11 July 1976 
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Fig 3 The L-values (latitude) of the ducts plotted as a function of time. Each set of connected points shows the movement of plasma 
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One of the earliest programmes established at SANAE was the 
observation of whistlers and VLF emissions. The analysis of 
whistlers makes it possible to study electron densities in the 
equatorial plane, the movement of ducts of enhanced plasma 
density in which whistlers travel, plasma convection and electric 
fields. Figure 2 shows a typical frequency vs time whistler spec
trogram recorded at SANAE at VLF radio frequencies. The 
whistler originates from a lightning impulse in the opposite 
hemisphere that has been strongly dispersed as it travelled 
through the magnetosphere to SANAE. In the figure there are a 
number of traces, each corresponding to propagation along a 
different magnetic field-aligned plasma duct. From the charac
teristics of each trace the magnetic shell on which the whistler 
propagated may be identified and the equatorial electron density 
determined. The change in position of these whistler paths can 
be monitored continuously to determine electric fields and 
plasma convection patterns (e g Rabe and Scourfield 1977; 
Woods, Scourfield, Boynton and Roach 1979; Scourfield, Hansen 
and Rash 1985). Figure 3 shows the results of such a-study of a 
time during which the magnetosphere was settling down to quiet 
conditions after a period of magnetic activity. Each set of con
nected points on the diagram represents successive positions of a 
particular whistler duct as a function of L-value (the number of 
earth radii at which a field line cuts the equatorial plane). 

In 1976 a satellite receiving station was established at 
SANAE (Hughes 1975) to record real time data from the 
ISIS 1 and ISIS 2 satellites. Ground and satellite measurements 
were combined to determine temperatures in the plasmasphere. 
Measurements of lower hybrid resonance (LHR) frequencies on 
the satellite were used to determine electron densities at the 
satellite altitude (1 400 km). LHR noise exhibits a sharp cut-off 
close to the LHR frequency and this is a sensitive function of 
electron density (Burtis 1973). Whistlers recorded on the ground 
were used to determine electron densities in the equatorial plane 
during satellite passes. The electron densities detennined at two 
points (at I 400 km and in the equatorial plane) on a given field 
line, when put into an isothermal model for plasma distribution, 
gave a measure of the temperature of the plasmasphere. The 
temperature variation with latitude in the plasmasphere was 
determined by this method (McChesney and Hughes 1983; 
Hughes and Nugent 1982). An example of the temperatures ob
tained as a function of latitude is shown in Figure 4. The results 
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Fig 4 An example of temperatures determined for the plasmasphere 
as a function of latitude using satellite measurements of lower 
hybrid noise and ground-based whisder measurements of elec
tron densities 
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invariably showed the temperature to increase with increasing 
latitude. The assumption that the temperature is the same all 
along a given field line is not now considered a good one 
although it continues to be used in whistler studies. 

A VLF direction finder (Hughes and Wakerley 1984) was in
troduced at SANAE in 1982 and was us.eel to determine the 
direction of arrival of whistlers. Simultaneous bearing measure
ments at the British base Halley made it possible to determine 
whistler exit points from the ionosphere. The exit point from the 
ionosphere, though it may be a considerable distance from the 
station, lies close to the base of the duct in which the whistler 
has travelled. A study of the movement of exit points makes it 
possible to track the drifting of whistler ducts and determine 
radial and azimuthal components of electric fields in the mag
netosphere (Hughes and Smith 1986). A typical example of a 
drifting whistler exit point is shown in Figure 5. The six dia-

Day 168 1983 UT 2200-0030 Kp=4 

L=4 

Fig 5 An example of the drift of a whistler exit point in the 
evening plasmasphere. The diamonds labelled 1 to 6 give the 
whistler exit regions in successive 30 minute intervals 

monds are for successive 30-minute intervals. These whistler 
bearings being averaged for 15 minutes before and after each 
hour. Each diamond is determined from between 18 and 46 
whistlers and the sides of the diamond correspond to the positive 
and negative standard deviations in the bearing from each sta
tion. The direction of convection is westward during this period 
and away from the earth during the first 90 minutes. Another 
direction finding study (Ladwig and Hughes 1989) showed that 
whistlers arive at SANAE predominantly from the west of the 
station. This is due pa.'1ly to the location of thunderstonn areas 
on the eastern seaboard of the United States and partly due to 
longitudinal variations in the amplifying properties of the mag
netosphere. This result is consistent with another observation that 
many more whistlers are observed at Halley than SANAE. 

Another interesting phenomenon that has attracted considerable 
attention recently, both because it affects sub-ionospheric radio 
propagation and yields information about particles in the mag
netosphere, is the so-called trimpi event and the associated wave
induced electron precipitation. 

VLF data recorded in 1982 were analysed for the presence of 
trimpis on transmitter signals from NAA at 17.8 kHz (Friedel 
and Hughes 1990). An example of trimpis recorded at SANAE 
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Fig 6 A series of trimpi events recorded at SANAE on the 17.8 kHz signal from NAA in the United StJJtes 

are shown in Figure 6. The trimpi event has an onset time of 
typically 1 to 2 seconds, during which the amplitude and phase 
of the transmitter signal is altered, and a recovery time of 40 to 
80 seconds during which the phase and amplitude return to their 
fonner values. An event may be a positive or negative excursion 
(as in Figure 6) in amplitude on a signal propagating in the 
earth-ionosphere waveguide. A trimpi event is caused by a patch 
of ionisation formed beneath the nonnal ionosphere by electrons 
precipitating from the magnetosphere after resonating with whis
tlers in the equatorial plane. The interaction alters the pitch 
angles of counter-streaming energetic electrons causing them to 
be lost to the atmosphere where they produce ionisation that 
locally alters the propagation characteristics of the earth
ionosphere waveguide. The modification of the waveguide alters 
the phase and amplitude of transmitter signals propagating in the 
guide. 

Trimpi events also have a phase signature and receivers at 
Durban have been used to study both phase and amplitude 
perturbations on transmitter signals at low latitudes (Friedel and 
Hughes 1992). One of these receivers will be installed at 
SANAE at the end of 1992. This will form part of a worldwide 
network of receivers operated by Britain, New Zealand, the 
United States and South Africa to try to build up a picture of 
the global pattern of wave-induced electron precipitation. 

Images of the Aurora Australis (Southern Lights) are obtained 
by using low light-level TV systems that are sensitive down to 
subvisual levels. This work is coordinated with VLF observations 
in order to gain insight into the mechanisms that control electron 
beams and give rise to auroral light emissions in the atmosphere 
at heights of approximately 100 km. The association between 
VLF hiss and auroral light intensity has been studied (Scourfield 
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Fig 7 A schematic diagram showing an electron-wave cyclotron 
resonance in the magnetosphere. The wave resonates with coun
terstreaming electron ne,ar the equatorial plane producing iwtve 
amplification and pitch angle diffusion followed by electron 
precipimtion into the atmosphere 
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et al 1984) for pulsating auroras suggesting cyclotron resonance 
between whistler mode waves and energetic electrons as a poss
ible cause of the pulsating aurora. The resonant wave-particle in
teraction, illustrated in Figure 7, is the same as for the trimpi 
event discussed earlier. In addition, since whistlers occur on 
closed magnetic field lines a comparison of the latitudes of whis
tler occurrence and auroral forms reveals whether auroral forms 
are on open or closed field lines (Duthie and Scourfield 1977). 

Experimental and theoretical studies (e g Barker et al l'f77; 
Walker 1978; Walker et al 1982; Hughes 1988) of the plasma
sphere and of hydromagnetic wave propagation in the mag
netosphere have been on-going topics. Work done with northern 
hemisphere auroral radar data (Walker et al 1979) has shown that 
one form of Pc5 pulsation arises because a magnetic shell is set 
into toroidal oscillation by a solar wind-induced oscillation on 
the magnetopause. This led to a theoretical attack on the 
problem (Walker et al 1980) that is relevant to the understanding 
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Fig 8 Electric field over a narrow range of latitudes in the 
ionosphere as predicted by theory near a Pc 5 resonance 
region (solidus). The corresponding experiment111 points (0) 
show northern hemisphere observations of the field as seen by 
the STARE radar 

of pulsations in Antarctica. Figure 8 shows the prediction of the 
theory that a resonance occurs over· a narrow range of latitudes. 
The fit to the electric field data from the STARE radar is 
impressive. 

A powerful method of studying electric fields and plasma con
vection in the magnetosphere is to use high-frequency (HF) radar 
scattering from plasma irregularities. An HF radar system has 
been installed by British Antarctic Survey at Halley and a similar 
system is planned for SANAE. The fields of view of these ra
dars over the polar cap are shown in Figure 9. The combination 
of measurements from these two systems will give extensive 
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coverage of e!ectric field a~d plasma changes occurring in the 
palar cap region on a contmuous basis. This will make it poss
ible to relate these changes to changing solar conditions. 

Work is al~~Y under way on measurements of stratospheric 
ozone. Some m1t1al results of trends in ozone values at SANAE 
based on 10MS satellite observations, appear elsewhere in this ' 
issue. In 1993 a ground-based spectrophotometer will be installed 
at SANAE together with a ground-based monitor of UV-B 
radiation. 

CONCLUSION 
The study of the magnetosphere is a field in which national and 
international cooperation is of vital importance. Although South 
Africa has relatively minor resources, it can play an important 
part in this study. There are two major reasons for this. One is 
that it is important to have good ground observations from a 
global network of stations of which SANAE and other South 
African stations form a part. The other is the expertise that has 
been developed among workers in this branch of research. The 
level of activity in the country is sufficient to maintain an in
terested and able community of scientists who can interact with 
each other and make an important contribution to international 
science. 
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@fil{jfa[jfil Field of view of a VHF radar from SANAE 
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Fig 9 The fields of view of the HF radars at Halley and SANAE 
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